Tuna yarn Blanket
“Scottish”
from the Borgs catalog

Tuna yarn: warp and weft, 9 skeins total, use these colors or select your own:

3 skeins Blue 3768
3 skeins Green 3355
1 skein White 3000
1 skein navy 3770
1 skein yellow 3044

Blanket size: 40” x 54”

Weaving Width: 45”

Weave: Twill,
Reed: 8 dent, two/dent

Epi: 16
Ends: 720
Warp length: 76 inches, finished length 54 inches plus fringe

Green, Yellow, Navy and White stripe (numbers adapted for the blanket size):
16G, 8Y, 16G, 4N, 2W, 2N, 6W, 2N, 2W, 2N, 6W, 2N, 2W, 4N, 16G, 8Y, 16G
Blue stripe 88

Warp Repeat: G, Y, N and W stripe plus blue stripe, three times, end with another G, Y and W stripe.
Weft Repeat: Repeat the same stripes, beginning and ending with 22 blue.
Tuna yarn Blanket
“Forest Star”
from the Borgs catalog

Tuna yarn: warp and weft, 10 skeins total, use these colors or select your own:

4 skeins Blue 3771
2 skeins Green 3029
1 skein natural 3001
2 skein gray 3002
1 skein red 3318

Weaving width: 44 3/4”
Weave: Twill,
Reed: 8 dent, two /dent

Epi: 16
Ends: 716
Warp length: 76 inches, finished length 54 inches plus fringe.

Warp colors: The light and dark stripes are wound with two different colors. The numbers of ends are adapted for the blanket size.
Light stripe: natural 3001 and gray 3002: 56 ends
Dark stripe: Blue and green: 72, red 20, B & G 72
Repeat light and dark stripe three times, ending with another light stripe

Weft, weave with 3002, 3.5 inches, 4.5 inches, then red 1 1/4 inches and reverse. Square each pattern stripe, ending with a light stripe.